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In this interview, Taib Ferizović, born July 10, 1922, and a lifelong resident of Babunovići, 
describes his World War II experiences. In 1943 he joined partisan forces and spent most of the 
War in a concentration camp in Hamburg, barely surviving. In this interview he focuses on war 
hardships, difficult conditions in different concentration camps, and relationships between 
soldiers and the local citizens as well as prisoners. 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
[01:] 00:00:41 – [01:] 08:31:01 
00:00 – 09:00 
 
Ferizović gives his name and place of birth; explains that he joined the partisans in 1943 in the 
midst of the war; mentions that he was a farmer before the war began; describes once seeing 12 
dead Jews who were mostly children, women, and older people; mentions that they [the Jews?] 
had been hiding in someone’s house before the Germans found out and killed them; explains that 
the Ustaše used to belong to the army of Ante Pavelić and was under command of the Germans, 
but treated local people better than German soldiers did; mentions that the Ustaše killed his 
father at the farmers market because he had joined the partisans; describes how his neighbor told 
him he killed the local hodža (preacher); describes how the Ustaše killed or imprisoned everyone 
who did not want to join them; mentions that he joined the army of Tito; says he was present 
when the Ustaše killed a handicapped person because he did not want to join them; mentions 
again that the Ustaše killed or jailed in Jasenovac anyone who did not want to join them; says he 
joined the partisans and that the Ustaše and Nazis imprisoned his division; says 42 soldiers from 
his division were imprisoned and 58 were killed; says soldiers who survived, like himself, were 
sent to Gračanica which was operated by the Ustaše and that afterwards were sent to Zagreb; 
explains he spent about six days at the Gračanica camp and that he was not allowed to see his 
brother who came to visit; says they, the prisoners, were verbally and physically abused but were 
not killed; mentions that from there he was transported to a camp in Zagreb and spent three days 
in a wagon; says this occurred around New Years Eve 1943; describes how the Ustaše threw 
dead bodies into the Sava River in Zagreb; says from there they, the prisoners, were transported 
to another camp and finally to Hamburg [Dresden].  
 
[01:] 08:31:02 – [01:] 14:19:16 
09:01 – 14:53 
 
Answers the question of whether he witnessed the murders in the concentration camp in Zagreb 
and describes how dead bodies were thrown into the Sava River; says the name of that camp was 
Kanal broj 1; says he was there for two months, and from there was transported to a German 
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camp in Graz (capital of Styria, Austria) where there were a lot of Russians and Italians; 
mentions that after Graz he was transported to Hamburg; describes how the prisoners were 
verbally and physically abused in the Zagreb camp; describes sleeping on the floor and eating 
two potatoes a day in Graz; says again that he spent two months there and that the guards abused 
the prisoners but did not kill them; says most of his time was spent at Hamburg [Dresden]; says 
42 prisoners were transferred to Hamburg [Dresden] but only seven returned; mentions that most 
died of typhus and starvation; says that American soldiers liberated them in 1945, but he had to 
stay in the camp till 1946 to recover from exhaustion; says the doctors could not draw his blood 
and told him he was dying, with about ten days left to live; describes how he recovered and 
finally returned home in May 1946; mentions that there were a lot of Russians, Italians, 
Hungarians, and Polish prisoners; estimates the total number of prisoners as 42,000 in Hamburg 
[Dresden]; mentions that the prisoners were dying from hunger and cold, and were executed in 
concentration camp in Dahovo. 
 
[01] 14:19:17 – [01] 24:18:22 
14:54 – 25:52 
 
Answers the question of how he found out about the 12 dead Jews whom he mentioned at the 
beginning of the interview; explains he heard from the locals and he went to see their bodies; 
says they had been shot, and later on partisans carried away their bodies and buried them; 
mentions that the Ustaše killed two of his neighbors, and he witnessed the murder of one of 
them; mentions that the man who killed the local “hodža” (preacher) was threatening to kill him 
in Gračanica as well; mentions again that he witnessed the murder of a disabled man; says that 
the concentration camp in Hamburg was called “Dresden”; remembers a lot of German soldiers 
and that the prisoners had to pull the car full of food for them; describes how one of the German 
soldiers made a comment: “The car is good but the horses are bad”; mentions that four of the 
prisoners were used to pull the car loaded with the wood for kitchen as well; says the prisoners 
had to use a barrel instead of a toilet, and once it was full, two prisoners had to carry it out and 
empty it; says the living conditions were so difficult and he was so exhausted that he could not 
walk anymore; says he was told by the doctors that he had ten days left to live if the Americans 
did not arrive; says he received two shots in his chest every Saturday; describes how daily 
prisoners would dig a huge hole in the ground and every morning with a tractor they would 
dump corpses of those who died overnight into the hole; emphasizes that he barely survived; 
compares the conditions in Zagreb to those in Hamburg; says that in Zagreb he had to pull the 
car loaded with wood for the army as well and says that the dead bodies of the prisoners were 
thrown into the Sava River; mentions again that the corpses were thrown in the holes in the 
ground in Hamburg; answers the question and goes back to the beginning of the interview and 
describes again that he saw Jews killed by the German soldiers; mentions that the partisans 
buried their bodies but after the war their bodies were dug up and taken away. 
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